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Chaco’s Living Legacy:
Timeless & Threatened
April 28–May 4, 2019

Exploring the Chaco Phenomenon

Pueblo Bonito

DAY 1 
Sunday, April 28

Arrive in Albuquerque, New Mexico by 4:00 p.m. 
for group introductions, a program orientation, 
and dinner. Overnight, Albuquerque. D

DAY 2 
Monday, April 29

Begin the day with a special behind-the-scenes 
tour of Chaco-era collections at the Maxwell 
Museum of Anthropology. The museum’s 
exhibits provide an excellent introduction to the 
connections between people and surrounding 
landscapes. Leave the museum with a deep 
understanding of place and identity that many 
Pueblo communities share. In the afternoon, 
drive west across the badlands to Casamero, 
a small Chaco outlier nestled at the base of 
Tecolote (Owl) Mesa. Inhabited between A.D. 
1000-1125, Casamero served as a bustling center 
with roads radiating out in all directions. Explore 
architectural features of great houses and discuss 
theories about their community functions. 
Overnight, Gallup. B  L  D

DAY 3 
Tuesday, April 30

Today we journey into the heart of the 
Chaco world, Chaco Culture National Historic 
Park. Discover the densest concentration of 
monumental architecture in the Southwest. In 
“downtown” Chaco Canyon, visit Chetro Ketl with 
its unusual colonnade, an isolated great kiva 
known as Casa Rinconada and, largest of all, 
Pueblo Bonito. Explore defining characteristics of 
the Chaco world and prepare for the journey into 
modern Pueblo communities. Overnight, Gallup. 
B  L  

Maxwell Museum of Anthropology
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Chetro Ketl 

DAY 4 
Wednesday, May 1

Guided by Crow Canyon’s cultural specialist, Dan 
Simplicio (Zuni), explore the continuity of Chaco 
influence from archaeological sites to the Pueblo 
of Zuni. Traverse the rugged, volcanic landscape 
and go off the beaten path to visit a Chaco 
outlier, the Village of the Great Kivas. This outlier 
consists of two great kivas and an impressive 
array of petroglyphs and pictographs showing the 
development of Zuni culture. In the afternoon, visit 
the Pueblo of Zuni and look for hints of Chaco that 
have been carried through ages. Overnight, Gallup.   
B  L  

DAY 5 
Thursday, May 2

The exploration continues at the Pueblo of Acoma 
where archaeologist Theresa Pasqual (Acoma) will 
discuss the importance of oral histories and sacred 
spaces. Tour the ancient village of “Sky City” and 
learn about Keresan oral histories that connect to 
Chaco Canyon. Discover similarities in architectural 
styles, pottery, tools, and jewelry. Overnight, Grants.           
B  L  D

DAY 6 
Friday, May 3

Return east through the village of Laguna and meet 
contemporary artists who developed innovative 
and personal styles inspired by their Chaco 
ancestors. Scholar Michael Kanteena will share his 
inspiration and creative process for which he is 
famous. This afternoon, travel back to Albuquerque 
for a farewell dinner and reflect on the journey. 
Overnight, Albuquerque. B  L  D

DAY 7 
Saturday, May 4

Depart from Albuquerque, New Mexico at any time. B
Michael Kanteena (Laguna)
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B  = breakfast,  L  = lunch,  D  = dinner 
Itinerary subject to change
Crow Canyon Archaeological Center has secured permits and 
special permissions from Maxwell Museum, Bureau of Land 
Management - Farmington, Bureau of Land Management - 
Albuquerque Rio Puerco Office, Chaco National Historic Park, 
Zuni Pueblo, and Acoma Pueblo for this program.
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